Practical Matters

Housing Information

Looking for a place to live can feel overwhelming, so we've put together some resources to help you with the search!
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Internet & Yale NetID

Everything you need to know about setting up your Yale NetID, accessing wifi, and tech support on-campus.
ID Cards

Your Yale ID card identifies you as a member of the Yale University community and allows you access to many Yale locations. You should carry it at all times while you are on campus.

Money & Finances

Banking, credit cards, income, taxes, cost of living - there’s a lot to think about before and after you arrive, and we are here to assist you.
Planes, trains, and automobiles! New Haven has it all. Learn more about driving in Connecticut, taking the Yale Shuttle, walking to campus, and much more.
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Everything you need to know about setting up your Yale NetID, accessing wifi, and tech support on-campus.

ID Cards

Your Yale ID card identifies you as a member of the Yale University community and allows you access to many Yale locations. You should carry it at all times while you are on campus.

Money & Finances

Banking, credit cards, income, taxes, cost of living - there's a lot to think about before and after you arrive, and we are here to assist you.
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Planes, trains, and automobiles! New Haven has it all. Learn more about driving in Connecticut, taking the Yale Shuttle, walking to campus, and much more.
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